INNOVIC Impressed by 		
Innovative Disc Stakka
When INNOVIC (Victorian Innovation Centre Limited) recently installed a
computer backup system, it selected the Imation Disc Stakka to safely store
its CDs and DVDs.
After less than a week’s use, INNOVIC realised how much more valuable the
Disc Stakka and its accompanying OpdiTracker software would become to
the organisation.
When Jane Holt, INNOVIC’s Administration Officer, started loading backup
discs into the carousel, she immediately saw the benefit in also adding their
library of archived music CDs and artwork, operating software, client files
and other important business data.

“The Imation Disc

“This isn’t just a unit to store discs,” said Jane. “OpdiTracker automatically
catalogues each disc I place in my DVD drive. I can also add comments and
images, and the intuitive search engine lets me quickly locate any disc or file
stored in the OpdiTracker database.”

Stakka CD and DVD
Manager has made life
so much easier. It will
prevent any discs
being lost and can
grow with us as we

INNOVIC is an independent not-for-profit organisation. It provides a range of services to educate and assist early stage innovators
and small businesses, and helps develop and commercialise viable new products and technologies. Its activities are supported by
the Victorian State Government under the VicStart program.
INNOVIC’s services are used by over 1600 innovators every year and conservative estimates indicate that the businesses it assists
generate more than $14 million a year.
Locating the discs to go into INNOVIC’s new Disc Stakka was an exercise that highlighted how much a system like this was needed.
“Our discs were all over the place,” said Jane. “Everyone had their own method of filing: in boxes, in drawers, in cupboards, on shelves.
I often spent considerable time finding a particular file, having to search the contents of multiple discs before I found the right one.
“The other day we needed the MYOB disc to upgrade our MYOB bookkeeping system. It took two of us half an hour to find the right
one. That is wasted time, which fortunately won’t happen again now that we’re using Disc Stakka.”

Finding files and folders fast!
To retrieve a file, folder, photo, piece of music, image or any other content required from a disc in the Disc Stakka, simply enter
keywords into OpdiTracker’s Search, and it finds the file in seconds.
Double-clicking the file ejects the disc on which it is stored. There is no need to remember where discs are located.

continue to add to it.”
Jane Holt,
Administration Officer,
INNOVIC

INNOVIC’s new backup system and Disc Stakka came to the rescue only two weeks after it was installed.
“Someone accidentally erased an important client file from the
server,” said Jane. “They came to me and asked if I could retrieve it
from a backup disc. I knew it would be on the last backup disc, and
to their relief I was able to produce the file they needed in a matter
of seconds.”
“We are now in the process of implementing a new client management
system and once this is in, all our data will be online, so backups
will become even more
important,” she said.
“It is fantastic. Coming
from an IT background, I
wish I could have had the
Disc Stakka in my previous
positions where I had many
more discs to manage.”

 Each compact Imation Disc
Stakka unit holds up to one
hundred 12 cm discs.
 The bundled OpdiTracker
software automatically
catalogues in its database the
volume, file and folder names
from computer-readable CDs
and DVDs.
 Search by name or keyword
to find any file, folder or disc
within seconds, and then
instantly eject the required disc.
 Single USB connection for both
power and data.

www.discstakka.com

 Stack units five high to store
500 discs without needing
additional cables or desk space.

